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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Greetings Ladies & Gentlemen,
Well it's that time of the year again and as President of the Canberra Model Railway
Club I would like to thank all our members for their support and help during the last
12 months. Our membership has remained steady and we continue to take on new
projects and learn more about this evolving hobby of model railroading.
I welcome those new members that have come along and joined our club during the
year. I hope you're enjoying yourself and you continue to support our club over the
coming year.
The Expo planning committee is putting together the final arrangements for the 2020
Expo and is sending out invitations to exhibitors and traders.
I hope to see you all at our end of year dinner on the 7th of December at the
Southern Cross Club in Jamison.
I would like to wish you all a very merry Christmas and good health and happiness
for the new year.
Thank you
Peter McEvoy
President CMRCI

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the CMRCI will be at 7:30 pm on Wednesday 4th December 2019
at the Kaleen clubroom.
CMRCI has several issues that need to be discussed and decided on by Club
Members. This evening will be an opportunity to put our issues, ideas, suggestions and
problems on the table for open discussion. Be there.
==================================================================
I got some more RAM for my computer but no idea how to get a new chip for me.
===================================================================
THE 2019 WAGGA WAGGA MODEL RAILWAY & HOBBY EXHIBITION. - Report by
AndrewS
CMRCI took two layouts to Wagga this year, these being the Mentoring Group’s Iron Rock
Pass and the revised Hybrid layout. Although we were not in the main hall, but in an ante
room, there was still a reasonable traffic flow and interest. About 18 layouts and 8 traders
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were present. As in past years, attendance by the public was “a bit thin”. Nevertheless it
was deemed to be a successful show.
The prize for first set up and action went to the Hybrid layout. The Iron Rock Pass crew’s
excuse is “you can’t rush perfection” Both units functioned well with only minor conniptions
(operator error in my case).
The extended Hybrid worked well and is a credit to its creator/rescuer. Well done Neville.
The layout was very popular with children who delighted in watching the trains go into and
out of the tunnels.
Roll of Honour – All weekend Phil F, Mal , Andrew L, Peter Mc, Neville, Andrew S. Visiting
Operators on Sunday were Chris N and Terry S.

OK ……, what is the PIN number?

Finally logged on. The new Hybrid at full stretch.
In memory of the Late Mr Graeme Hearn, who passed on during the year, the Wagga Club
has provided a perpetual trophy in his name which will be awarded to the Best in Show at
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their annual exhibition. Graeme was the owner of Iron Horse Hobbies (well known to most of
us) and was stalwart of the Wagga Club. His relaxed and cheerful demeanour and his big
smile will be long remembered.

“She’ll be coming round the mountain…….” Iron Rock Pass in action.

======================================================================
HYBRID ET AL – NEW DEVELOPMENTS.
Following the Wagga show and its following appearance at the Queanbeyan Agricultural
Show, Nev has decided that some alterations to the current layout are needed. The only
problem with the layout at Wagga and Queanbeyan was electrical connectivity issues on
some of the points. This will be fixed.
It was found that The fiddle yard was found to be too short to be effective operationally, so it
will be lengthened by 50cm to allow longer trains to operate. Traffic problems at the single
entrance to Hybrid from the fiddle yard were also became evident, so Nev has taken the
radical step of opening two new portals to allow direct entry to and from the fiddle yard to
improve traffic flow – mainly to give the audience at exhibitions more to see.
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Photo showing the original portal and the new ones under construction.
Well done, Neville
======================================================================

A timely
reminder from
Mail Rail (see
article below)

======================================================================
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MENTOR PROGRAM REPORT – NOVEMBER 2019 From RonG
Progress in building the new layout is moving ahead in a pleasing way. The basic frame for
the 2 x 1800mm modules has been constructed and now we move on to constructing the
ecoply base for trackwork, and the curved back-scene that will be lit from under the front
pelmet.

The girls in the group were very enthusiastic at today’s session, drilling, fixing in screws, and
applying the “liquid nails” adhesive. They had expressed a desire last session that they really
wanted to be “hands-on” with some carpentry, and they did a great job and developed
confidence and new skills. It is always instructive to see them realise that maths is important
in everyday activities, rather than something which they sometimes find a bit boring in the
classroom.
Progress has also been made in learning how to program Arduino microprocessors, and one
of the next tasks for the small group involved is to install the LED lighting strip and decide
where to locate the digital display on the pelmet for the benefit of viewers, as well as positioning
the controls for it.
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The Magnorail elevated roadway is progressing. The basic shape of the roadway has been
decided and some routing of the track must take place. “Concrete” supports for the roadway
have been made and painted, and a start has been made on constructing partial-relief
buildings with which to hide the entry & exit of the roadway to the layout.
One of the students has an interest in painting miniature figures, so we may have the start of
an AFL football team with which to grace the drop-in oval on the left-hand module. LED lighting
towers have been constructed and wired up, and the Arduino program for the ground’s
operation is yet to be written.
We will be using the existing storage or “fiddle” yard from Iron Rock Pass, but there may need
to be some adjustment to track module size to ensure a good fit to the new layout.
Two of our students are in Year 10 and so will finish their High School education early in
December, but we have high hopes for replacements to the program early in 2020. We also
have a new Youth Worker this Term, as Kwabs has gone to Melbourne after many years
assisting us, and Jamie is learning how we operate each week.
The grant that we were awarded by the IMB Community Foundation is financing most of the
costs involved in building the new layout - (CMRCI is financing any cost above the grant
amount), which as yet doesn’t have a name. Once we have completed building the two
1800mm modules, we may develop some naming ideas.
A big “thank you” to all our CMRCI mentor team members who have helped us achieve some
real successes with the students over 2019. We look forward to an equally successful year
with the program in 2020.
======================================================================
AN INTERVIEW WITH PATRICKG – Banking on the Lickey Incline. By RonG.
Patrick has been a member of CMRCI for over 5 years.
Born
in
Bromsgrove,
Worcestershire, England, Patrick
was interested in trains as a boy.
Bromsgrove is the station right at
the bottom of the Lickey Incline on
the LM & S main line from Bristol
to Birmingham. The Lickey incline
happens to be the steepest
sustained main-line railway incline
in Great Britain, with a gradient of
1 in 37.7, which continues for 2
miles (3.2 km). Anything steeper
would require the use of a rack
mechanism (or similar) to assist
wheel adhesion.
As a kid, he was able to join with other train spotters in watching lots of steam trains – a lot of
freight, as well as plenty of fast steam trains of the “Princess” and “Jubilee” classes. The incline
started right at Bromsgrove station, so there were “helper” steam shunters based at
Bromsgrove, as well as the well-known 0-10-0 loco “Big Bertha”.
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“Big Bertha” – a Ten-Coupled, Four-Cylinder Locomotive able to assist heavy freight
trains up the Lickey Incline. Big Bertha was built specially for the task and location.
Most helper engines were 0-6-0 tank locos and would often be used in multiples. They
communicated by means of a complicated system of whistle codes.
Whilst trains going up the incline had a long, slow trip, those coming down grade (and
especially the passenger trains) often raced through the town, so train spotters often located
themselves to the south of the station for the best viewing.
Patrick also used to train spot at Birmingham New Street station – still LMS trains – where
there were many more trains coming from multiple directions as well as from Bromsgrove,
such as those from Leamington & Coventry.
Patrick came to Australia in 1973 as chauffeur/caretaker at the Norwegian Embassy in
Canberra. He joined the then Commonwealth Police in 1976, and that became the AFP. He
worked in that job for 21 years, finishing as a sergeant. He retired in 1997.

His interest in model trains started around 1968. He ran models on a board base for his 2
sons. Around the 1980’s period he developed an even greater interest in models – all Triang,
and then these developed into Hornby 00.
As he said, he got “the model train bug” at this time and started trying to collect “one of
everything Hornby”. He built a 6ft x 4 ft layout as his first effort, not modelling any location, but
it allowed him to run trains from his collection. This layout operated on DC. Patrick only recently
bought some models with DCC, and he runs these at the clubroom.
He has 200 locos featuring all the 4 main pre-grouping lines, and then British Rail. The road
vehicles on his layout are all models of British cars. The present layout is approximately 3m x
2m in size and is in a dedicated train room.
In the late 1980’s, with over 60% of the collection being Hornby locos, Patrick was interested
in finding out what model stock that firm had put out. Perusal of old catalogues obtained at
“Trash & Treasure” sales plus collection from other sources led him to produce his own listing
of what models were in his own collection.
That listing gradually expanded, including models produced for the New Zealand and
Canadian markets in the way of locos and train sets. Originally, he had tended to favor LMS
(London, Midland & Scottish) models – it was that firm’s main line that passed through
Bromsgrove – to get their various models for his collection.
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In 1998, the first edition of “Ramsay’s British Model Trains” was published, and that only
contained details of Hornby and Wren models. Updates were published approximately every
2 to 3 years thereafter.

Recent editions of “British Model Trains”
In 1998, Patrick started writing to the compiler, Pat Hammond, updating the published
information with details that he had listed from his own collection. His contributions were
acknowledged in the publication from the 6th edition, published in 2005.
Patrick has 9 sequential editions of “British Model Trains”, the most recent being from 2016.
No updates have appeared since that year (so none of his contributions providing more recent
updates have yet been included.)
Bachmann and Hornby started “Collectors’ Clubs” – Bachmann in September 1997 and
Hornby in October of the same year. Patrick joined both clubs. Hornby cancelled memberships
for overseas (non-U.K.) members in 2018, although he still receives their emails but not “mail
out” material. Increasing costs were stated as the reason for the change.
His compilation of information plus purchases of “British Model Trains” books have enabled
Patrick to stay “up to date” with British outline models from Hornby. As an added benefit,
CMRCI club members have had an expert source on which to draw upon for information on
identification, values, servicing and repair of Hornby models. The club has been fortunate in
having Patrick as such a helpful, informative and interested member.
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Patrick checking the latest edition of “British Model Trains”’
Let’s hope that the 10th edition of “British Model Trains” appears soon!
======================================================================

I have no idea what this Queensland
Railways ad is all about – perhaps some of
our Queenslanders can enlighten us
Mexicans??
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AROUND THE CLUBROOM
Work on the layouts around the club continues.

PhilF and his latest layout. The layout is a switchback loosely based on Lithgow. The
assistance of several club members is acknowledged and appreciated.

Andrew and team working on that pesky rail joint in between the main Baldwin Park
baseboard and the lift-up section.
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After extensive testing of the track and points, work on the scenery for Skaleen has
started. The little orange truck (lower centre) is undergoing testing to ensure that it
will stay on track as it moves around the quarry.

Laying down the final surface for the bicycle track around the lake on Skaleen.
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THE TRIANG TRANS-AUSTRALIAN OO/HO MODEL TRAIN SET
Next time you go into the main foyer of UCHS, have a look at the display cabinet on the right
as you enter. Apart from a collection of trophies and appreciation plaques, you will see an
OO/HO scale train. The sign attached to the train (see below) says it all. It is an interesting
piece of history. The train and stand were cleaned up and prepared for display by the
Mentor Group students. The UCHS were pleased to be able to display the items.

The set consists of a locomotive, a baggage car, two passenger cars and an
observation car.
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MAIL RAIL – THE LONDON UNDERGROUND MAIL RAIL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM.
If you are ever in London on a cold rainy afternoon (believe me, there are plenty of those),
with nothing better to do, a visit to the London Postal Museum and particularly the adjoining
Mail Rail exhibition and underground railway is worthwhile.
The Post Office Railway is a 2 ft (610 mm) narrow gauge, driverless underground railway in
London that was built by the Post Office to move mail between sorting offices. It operated
from 1927 until 2003.
The railway was first mooted in 1911, when a plan evolved to build an underground railway
6 1⁄2 miles (10.5 km) long] from Paddington to Whitechapel serving the main sorting offices
along the route. Road traffic congestion was causing unacceptable delays. Construction of
the tunnels started in February 1915 from a series of shafts. Most of the line was constructed
using the Greathead shield system, with limited amounts of hand-mining for connecting
tunnels at stations.
During 1917, work was suspended due to the shortage of labour and materials. By June
1924, track laying had started. In February 1927, the first section, between Paddington and
the West Central District Office, was made available for training. The line became available
for the Christmas parcel post in 1927 and letters were carried from February 1928.
In 1954, plans were developed for a new Western District Office at Rathbone Place, which
required a diversion, opening in 1958. It was not until 3 August 1965 that the new station
and office were opened.
In 1967, the colour scheme was changed to red and the system was re-named “Rail Mail”.
At that time the control system was centralised and controlled by computers from the Mt
Pleasant Mail Centre.
The main line has a single 9-foot (2.7 m) diameter tube with two tracks. Just before stations,
tunnels diverge into two single-track 7-foot (2.1 m) diameter tunnels leading to two parallel
25-foot (7.6 m) diameter station tunnels.

Photo (taken at speed
in subdued light!) of a
tunnel junction. The
small diameter of the
tunnels can be clearly
seen.
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One of the locomotives and a small section of the rolling stock introduced in the
1970’s. They served until Mail Rail closed in 2003 and are still in place – mothballed in
case they need to be re-activated.
The main tube is at a depth of around 70 feet (21 m). Stations are at a much shallower
depth, with a 1-in-20 gradient into the stations. The gradients assist in slowing the trains
when approaching stations and accelerating them away. There is also less distance to lift
mail from the stations to the surface. At Oxford Circus the tunnel runs close to the Bakerloo
line tunnel of the London Underground.
A Royal Mail press release in April 2003 said that the railway would be closed and
mothballed at the end of May that year. Royal Mail had earlier stated that using the railway
was five times more expensive than using road transport for the same task. The
Communication Workers Union (CWU) claimed the actual figure was closer to three times
more expensive but argued that this was the result of a deliberate policy of running the
railway down and using it at only one-third of its capacity. A local governmental report by the
Greater London Authority was in support of continued use and criticized the increase of
lorries on local roads, estimated to be 80 more trucks per week.
The railway was closed on 31 May 2003.
If you go to the exhibition today, you will find a remnant of the railway open to the public. A
15 - 20 minute ride through the tunnels is offered. The train passes by the original and
largely unchanged station platforms. The journey is accompanied by a “theatrical
experience” that features an audio-visual story on the people who worked on the system,
their lives below ground and glimpses of hidden parts of the railway that once kept the mail
coursing through London for 22 hours every day.
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Passengers disembarking from the current tourist train. This train does have a driver,
unlike the working system.

Another view of the Mail Rail Train. What looks like a large cardboard box on the left
of the picture is actually the control system.
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Please be aware that you need to book on-line at www.postalmuseum.org
Please also be aware that if you have any claustrophic tendencies, find something else to do
that afternoon!
======================================================================
I only drink wine on days of the week beginning with 't' : Today, tomorrow, the next
day, Tuesday, Thursday, Thaturday and Thunday.

==========================================

The Catchpole Room, Canberra
Southern Cross Club Cnr Catchpole &,
Bowman St, Macquarie ACT

6.00pm for 6:30pm Saturday 7th
December

===========================================
The next Bulletin will be published in late January. The lead article will be
“Rod Stewart – Model Railroader”
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CMRCI OFFICE BEARERS
President: Peter McEvoy
Vice President: Bob Morton
Secretary: Peter Amey
Treasurer: Phil Young
Committee Members:
Volker Aeuckens, Danny Henskens, Andrew Lund, Chris Neil,
Terry Smith, George Watts, John Webster

Life Members: Lloyd Sawyer, Ward Gainey, John Wishart,
Tom Drury, Phil Felstead, Bob Hesse.

DECEMBER 2019
3 Dec (Tues)
4 Dec (Weds)

7 Dec (Sat)
10 Dec (Tues)
15 Dec (Sun)
17 Dec (Tues)
18 Dec (Weds)
LAST MEETING FOR THE
YEAR

Continuing work on Club layouts
Club Meeting. Topic – Round table open
discussion
Continuing work on Club layouts.
CMRCI Christmas Dinner – Southern Cross
Club Jamieson
Continuing work on Club layouts
Charlestown to The Grove Retirement Village.
Continuing work on Club layouts.
Club meeting - Continuing work on Club
layouts.
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JANUARY 2020
14 Jan (Tues)
FIRST MEETING FOR 2020
15 Jan (Weds)
21 Jan (Tues)
28 Jan (Tues)

Continuing work on Club layouts.
Club Meeting.
Continuing work on Club layouts.
Continuing work on Club layouts
Continuing work on Club layouts.

Future dates
Hall Markets 2nd February and 1st March
2020 Canberra Model Railway Expo – 28th and 29th March 2020
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